
Bering
Autonomous tracing robot



https://bering.ai         

Manage your robot workload easily with
Conscience Connect through any device : laptop,
tablet or smartphone. 

Draw your projects directly on the interface or
import your common extensions files as DXF,
GEOJSON or NXZCODE.

Follow the accomplishment in real time on the
same user interface.
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Functional uses
Increase your floor marking quality and
productivity with Bering robot.

Use one of the three available modules : liquid
paint, high pressure paint or aerosol system.

Use Bering outdoor with satellite geolocation or
indoor using visual marks. The robot ensures you a
centimetric precision.

Bering evolves continuously with internal system
optimisations and new features.
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Median
A new way for Telemedicine
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Median is a telemedicine and teleconsultation robot
aiming to ease the care process. 

The robot acts as an intermediary between the
doctor and the patient. 

Median helps clinics to struggle agains medical
desert, improving care access for all.

The robot provides access to care for pandemic
regions without threatening practitioner's life.

Robot's control is simple and intuitive, made
possible by using the secure portal called
Conscience Connect.

Medical specialist has full control of the robot
thanks to the two on-board cameras. 

The first camera guides the practioner for moving
the robot around and the second one serves to
precisely examine the patient. 

Median's arm is modular with all sorts of medical
tools like thermometer, stethoscope or doppler.
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Enki
Your personnel assistant
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High-level intelligence learning

Enki is a biped humanoid multifonction robot designed to assit humans on daily personal
and professional tasks. Thanks to Conscience OS, Enki is able to moves autonomously
even in an unknown scene, detects its contents and interact with them.

All Enki robots are connected with each others and share continuously there knowledges
and experinces. They evolve permanentely, always looking for a best solutions. 

The user can easily connect to the robot and ask for a specific task as surveilleance or
object transport.
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